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How to eliminate and reduce ergonomic related
injuries and illnesses
 An overview of the systematic process of

anticipating identifying, analyzing and controlling
workplace hazards that may lead to
musculoskeletal disorders
 Real-world methods for reducing injuries and

illnesses by focusing on management and
employee involvement

Real-world methods for reducing injuries and
illnesses by focusing on management and employee
involvement:
Management System Approach
Management Involvement and Commitment
Employee Involvement
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Improves employee safety and health,
productivity, and quality



Fosters an environment of teamwork and
continuous improvement



Shows that management cares about
employees



Old: Reactive-Hazardfocused, command
and control, fix the
symptom



New: ProactiveSystem focused, go
beyond hazards; fix
the cause and look for
new ways to avoid
stress
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Contrived



Mandate driven



Independent



Static



Controlled



Implied ending



Natural



Benefit driven



Interdependent



Dynamic



On-going
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Commitment



Involvement



Responsibility



Communication



Accountability



Monitoring



Integration



On-going Improvement



Safety Committee
 Report hazards
 Identify and correct
 Track controls and illness



Job hazard analyses for prevention



Employee awareness and participation



Medical surveillance



Process improvements



Team approach for ergonomic health
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Management’s commitment and actions are essential to
ensure a “SUCCESSFUL” Ergonomic Process
 Continual improvement
 Eliminating the root causes
 Decreasing and preventing ergonomic injuries



Involve all levels of
management



Establish and communicate
clear goals



Determine objectives
for meeting the goals



Complete action plan
with time line
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Ergonomic Goals applies to
all employees including
management



Provide visible top
management involvement in
implementing the program



Document managers and
supervisors responsibilities



Provide adequate authority and
resources



Hold managers, supervisors
and employees accountable



Review program operations,
evaluate success and identify
deficiencies
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Determine the number of teams needed to
represent all departments



Identify 6-10 team members



Select group leader



Determine group meeting rules and team roles



Develop methods to share communication and
successes between teams



Role of Upper
Management



Role of Supervisor



Role of Ergonomic
Team Members



Role of Employees
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Provide training to managers and
supervisors.



Communicate to the Ergonomic Team:
employee suggestions and feedback
ergonomic related injuries and action taken



Assist managers and supervisors when an
employee reports discomfort and manager
unable to resolve the problem



All team members are
provided specialized
ergonomic
training that directly
applies to their work area



Materials are provided
to team members to train
front line managers and
supervisors
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Managers and Supervisors will be
responsible for the day to day execution of
the Ergonomic Process



Attend Ergonomic Training



Understand early symptom recognition
and prevention



Reporting procedures



Attend Ergonomic Training



Identify Ergonomic Risk Factors



Recognize the symptoms of Muscular
Skeletal Disease (MSD) and advantage of
early reporting



Know the procedures for reporting workrelated symptoms, injuries and illnesses
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Eliminate and reduce ergonomic related
injuries and illnesses
Process of anticipating identifying,
analyzing and controlling workplace
hazards that may lead to musculoskeletal
disorders
Real-world methods for reducing injuries
and illnesses by focusing on management
and employee involvement

Indiana Department of Labor
402 West Washington Street, Room W195
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(317) 232-2655
insafe@dol.in.gov
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How do I foster continuous improvement in
this company’s Ergonomic Program so we
purposefully strive to send everyone home
safely at the end of the day
Questions?????
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